GWTeach happenings!

out to a Master Teacher.

To be eligible for a Knowles Teaching Fellowship, applicants must:

INITIATIVE

alumni are

Join lively, interactive conversations over blended, remote, and hybrid learning. Topics

to their virtual classrooms.

Miro is great for teachers thinking of bringing concept maps, sorting cards, and

section of the board, then zooming out to see every groups' thoughts.

Teachers and students can use sticky notes, shapes, and create boards for students to

provide information on student learning. Without

class discussions, and scientific argumentation all

Recording and comparing students' ideas is one of the

brainstorm possible student mistakes beforehand, and provide additional information

aren't present to help students, clarity is essential for students to be able to follow an

platforms designed for educators to use in their virtual classrooms, including online

Check in with your school's policies for remote learning.

them that you miss them as much as they miss you!

same extent as they did in class. Try to spotlight them as much as possible, reminding

seeing their friends (and you!) in person, so they might not be participating to the

Remember that students are transitioning to a virtual classroom too.

work! Below are some tips and tricks from GWTeach students who made the transition

with students. It was an unexpected and difficult transition, but all teachers made it

teachers, that meant completely reimagining their classrooms and how they interact

GW LISTENS

is accessible by text at 202-902-

of the semester.

are here to help, listen to, and support you.

invited to speak with student volunteers who

GW LISTENS

is a free and anonymous peer

GW LISTENS

are members of the

GWTeach Speaks!

Head over to our Instagram (@gw_teach)

what makes GWTeach such a tight-knit

science experiments to do with students, and

means to her. Jordan touched upon her

Last Thursday, GWTeach student Jordan Bower

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY:

EXCELLENT APPLICANTS RECEIVE A $2,000 STIPEND PLUS A $400 MATERIALS LIMIT.

The application deadline is January 18, 2021.

The American

Apprentice Teaching Scholarships

Students

Successful applicants receive a stipend of up to $2,000

enables them to teach mathematics or science in grades 9–12 in the United States

they intend to teach between 2011 and September 1, 2021;

have the capacity and determination to commit to teaching as their primary

are due by September 13th, 2020.
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